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Dear TV pastor who confesses to be Christian?
Jonah-II cordially sends you a closing warning and his last greetings. Running a financial organization is
necessary, but it’s more vital to consider eternity as an option, as everything we say or do is recorded in
“Books” on the other side to decide which alternative we have chosen. Every mortal will stand once before
the White Throne and be reminded by the Judge that many witness warnings testified the arrival of God’s
Kingdom, even dated with science.
God the Creator ELOHIM is extremely holy but now forgotten in American culture. Just check when some
mortals stood before the Throne like Isaiah, Daniel and even John facing a familiar person he loved, being
shocked and terrified meeting again Jesus. It will be worse for rebellious pastors being already judged
believing Satan’s deception foretold in Yeshua’s Prophecy. It will not take a rocket scientist to tell us we
arrived at a juncture similar to a previous historic civilization like Noah’s time 2288 BC, which totally perished
in God’s Wrath.
I am concerned that you still teach others from a denominational perspective laced with Satan’s lies since
the Middle Ages when science was still in its infancy. For example, why denigrate the Creator ELOHIM as a
liar who has decreed that anyone who has sinned shall die, which is backed up by many Bible witness verses
you as a scholar should know. Thus, a false rapture teaching still postulates that someone will not die. This
teaching is surely a LIE created to corrupt a Christian faith with destructive consequences for the 20th
Century civilization. Should it not be preposterous to teach that mortals could attain a one notch higher
position above the cross, the symbol of redemption, to be another species above mortality, situated
superior to Yeshua the Son of God, who died? Yeshua-Jesus parting words in Rev. 22:15 said, “…outside are
the liars…who practice falsehood. “
Please be not offended, but it is a matter of life or death linked to eternity. (1 John 5:16-20) You and I are in
the same boat and made from the same clay. But consider and investigate: when a holy God sends you a
last message from Jonah-II to repent which is your last option being accused of being Satan’s tool, or call
Jesus a liar, too? Intentional or not, why not check his warnings or lose your reward?
You are educated and can read or watch some YouTube videos thereafter make your choice. Yeshua said,
“My sheep will hear my voice.” Why not love the Lord to be included in his family? Surveying the collapsing
New World Order, destroying all Life to become extinct, most pastors are guilty of gross negligence and
never mentioned from the pulpit that free ENERGY was suppressed, but available 100 yrs. for 7 billion
people, ignoring that our global food supply is permanent destroyed by GMO’s, and worse, are silent about
Transgenetic technology, which changed the human gene pool to half animal–half human. Totaled up is
guilty of 60 million US babies butchered on your watch with righteous blood on your hand. Jesus said you
cannot serve two masters and gain tax-free benefits (IRC Sect. 501C-3) from psychopath NYC bankers
printing your fiat wealth linked to a promised retirement account. But notice that God’s Wrath is appointed
especially for you leaders of a Christian Church who no longer preach that an Apocalypse is coming to warn
your flock to get ready for our departure from this world to enter the cocoon alone destined for all of
mankind.
When a worldwide society is collapsing mirror imaged in your neighborhood and is kept silent on the pulpit
became an accessory of evil. It is like watching quietly a lynch mob with a covered face. Your Prophecy
Summits should have investigated true science linked to the Torah-Bible. Instead plagiarized the Bible to sell
books and CDs on the Web-TV for profit not matching reality? Why disregard a global political world system
determined to end all Life now collapsing on earth. Why teach fake dogmas hidden under a Bible burqa to save
a counterfeit denominational doctrine? Not to warn that 90% population will perish is not an option. How evil
to silence truth. If you want to stand before a Holy God with a clear conscious, repent, could check Babushka
Eggs and research Pearls to better understand the Torah-Bible. Perhaps one of the 2 Witnesses in Jerusalem
(Rev. 11:3, Zech. 14:12) is among us, not Moses who died. You decide.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQpB18EnODM&list=TLs7IiQdMFgWMyMjA5MjAxNg&index=2
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To restart a New-heaven and New-earth promised by Yeshua everyone must pass a history test and
chose: Mercy unto Life, or Mercy unto Death, as many will be rewarded with Eternal Life. However, the
period where Mankind is governed by Evil will now be canceled-out with God’s Kingdom on earth ruled
by divine laws. That onetime juncture will happen when Satan in heaven with his demons is cast to
earth together with mortal human helpers who sinned thus will perish ending once more a civilization.
The New World Order will end in the Seven Thunders (Rev. 10) now decoded a typhoon twister point.
“After” Winter Solstice 2015 + 1.8 yrs. = 11 April 2017
Using consolidated world calendars Pearl #276 will finalize God’s Plan for Mankind; some will be premini-resurrected the redeemed Saints, a minority for a special purpose. Together they are linked to
loyal powerful angels rejoicing to visit the earth to help starting a divine Kingdom of Yeshua-the Christ.
A wicked system where EVIL being ruled by Satan for 6000 years drenched in blood and an untold
suffering is permanently closed, now fulfilling prophesied revelation only recorded in the Torah-Bible.
Truth was suppressed for hundred years with lies and deception by global atheistic universities and
Christian Churches being corrupted by denominational dogmas. Only recently has true biblical teaching
been deciphered, which revealed many mysteries combined with many paradox options some offered
in free in Babushka egg concept books linked to science research Pearls to widen knowledge horizons.
But when the Torah-Bible is examined with science, you should first pray for the Holy Spirit for guidance
to properly delineate Truth versus fraud. Truth will take shape when divine wisdom is applied and
confirmed by five witnesses to be accepted by any Court of Law. Thus, to teach new concepts to reveal
counterfeit truth in theology and to expose reality, it requires five proven biblical judgment witnesses:
1) Ask your favored Christian church pastor do you use an IRS tax statute rule IRC Sect.501(C) (3) to have
the advantage gaining wealth from NYC bankers printing fiat money? If the answer is YES, thus is a FAKE
Christian. You cannot serve two masters.
2) Ask if the Apocalypse is SEVEN years? If YES, thus is an ignorant FAKE Christian not educated in
science? Prophecy theologians accustomed to lies will not investigate thus should ask which calendar
they used for their Bible Prophecy linked clocks in Heaven which are different as on earth. That is
confirmed in museums with many ancient bronze-gold clocks consolidated in (5) calendars could foresee
the date of God’s Wrath.
3) Do you truly believe in a church dogma as advertised in the yellow telephone page of 500 Christian
church-denominations claiming a special teaching of the Bible? If the Answer is yes, thus is a comatose
FAKE Christians does not define original truth revealed by Yeshua and the Apostles not delineating reality
embedded in God’s Plan for Mankind?
4) Do you believe that Christians are raptured? If yes, this is a misled, FAKE Christian like Noah’s relatives
who perished: please notice, all died in God’s Wrath ignoring his warnings, took time to build an ark. The
Creator said to Adam and Eve, “Everyone who sins will die,” which is a Kosmos law. Why do theologians
misconstrue the Bible and make God a liar by teaching some will not die, thus become a new species one
notch higher to supersede the White Throne Judgment above Yeshua-Jesus who died?
5) Do you agree (No one knows the Time)? If yes, this is a badly informed FAKE Christian consequently
called Yeshua-Jesus a liar? Or tell me, “How were you appointed by the King of Kings?” If Yeshua did not
tell you his arrival, surely he is pointing out that you do not belong to the Saints. Quoting Scripture like
Satan will not reveal truth. Check censored Babushka Eggs concept books and Pearls recorded in the
Book of Books compiled from a thousand physic-metaphysic witnesses on why the 21st Century
Civilization will be terminated.
If the picture disturbs your sensibility, please continue perhaps could lead you to be appointed a Saint.
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